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1 MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE GROUP OF LESS-DEVELOPED 
COUNTRIES ON 2-5 APRIL 1966' 

Prepared by the Secretariat 

1..-.-. The thirty-eighth meeting in a series of regular meetings of the group of : 

less-developed countries in GATT was-held "on 25 April 1966 under the chairmanship 
of H.E. Mr» C. Valenzuela, Ambassador of Chile.-

2. The meeting-was attended, by the representatives of Chile, India, Indonesia, 
Israel, Pakistan, Peru, Trinidad and Tobâgo, the United Arab Republic, Uruguay 
and Yugoslavia.: 

J. The group addressed itself to the question of the future work programme of 
the Committee on Trade and Development, i 

4. In the general exchange'of views, several-members stated that the limited 
amount of. manpower available1 to the delegations of lèss-developed countries had 
rendered.it rather difficult for them to participate effectively in the activities 
of the. ever increasing number of committees and working groups within the GATT and 
within the UNCTAD. The situation was further aggravated when the dates -b'f; 

important meetings under the aegis of the GATT coincided with those in the UNCTAD. 
It was emphasized that every effort should be made to ensure that important' 
meetings of the two organizations did not run concurrently and it was, therefore, 
suggested that.the GATT secretariat might consider the possibility of drawing'up 
a quarterly programme of its meetings in consultation with the UNCTAD Secrétariat 
with a view to avoiding such concurrences. 

The document bearing the symbol LDC/M/36 dated 1J> April 1966 should read 
LDC/M/37 dated 13 April 1966. 
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5. As regards the work of the Committee on Trade and Development in the months 
to come, it was stated that the Committee was expected to meet in the latter part 
of May with a view to determining its future work programme and establishing 
priorities. It was, therefore, incumbent upon the delegations of less-developed 
countries to put forward suggestions in that meeting and make their position clearly 
known to the Committee on various matters of prime importance in the field of their 
trade and economic development. 

6. The Chairman outlined the various subjects which seemed to require attention 
by the Committee on Trade and Development. The group did not enter into a 
substantive discussion of the Committee's future work programme. It was, however, 
pointed out that, while there were matters which could be dealt with solely by the 
GATT, there were some which were being dealt with simultaneously by the GATT and 
by the UNCTAD. In instances where the work in the GATT tended to overlap with 
the work of the UNCTAD, it was important to seek harmonious collaboration between 
the two organizations with a view to avoiding duplication of work and waste of 
resources. This end might be achieved through a joint programme committee of the 
two organizations as proposed by the Director-General. 

7' In order to enable the delegations of less-developed countries to make a 
meaningful preparation for the coming meeting of the Committee on Trade and 
Development, the group thought that it would be useful if the secretariat were to 
prepare a paper of an informal nature, setting out the decisions taken by the 
CONTRACTING PARTIES at their twenty-third session on various natters of interest 
to less-developed countries and indicating the kind of further action that would 
be required. If at all possible, an indication might be given of matters which 
could be dealt with solely by the GATT and those which could be dealt with both 
by the GATT and by the UNCTAD. 

8. With regard to the Kennedy Round of trade negotiations, it was stated that 
less-developed countries should endeavour to provide as favourable an atmosphere 
as possible for the smooth conduct of the negotiations with a view to bringing the 
Kennedy Round to a successful conclusion. It was suggested that each delegation 
of less-developed countries participating in the Kennedy Round might give further 
thought to their position in the negotiations in "the tropical products sector and 
to its national list of items of export interest, with a view to facilitating the 
negotiations. 

9- The group had intended to take up, at this meeting, the question of the 
election of a new Chairman for the group but agreed to postpone a decision until 
its next meeting. 

10. The next meeting of the group will be held on Friday, 6 May at 10 a.m. 


